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from irisreader import observation
obs = observation(“/iris/2014/09/10/20140910_112825_3860259453/”)
print( obs.desc )
‘Large sit-and-stare 0.3x120 1s Si IV Mg II h/k Deep x 8 FUV spec’
print( obs.sji.get_lines() )
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Crop here

print( obs.mode )
‘sit-and-stare’

obs.sji(“Mg II h/k”).crop()
obs.sji(“Mg II h/k”).plot( 1190, units=”coordinates” )

obs.close()

The two ways of accessing lines:
Access by index: to iterate over all lines

Access by name: to access specific lines

print( obs.sji[0].n_steps )

print( obs.raster(“Mg”).n_steps )

for raster in obs.raster:
print( raster.shape )

if obs.sji.has_line(“Si IV”):
obs.sji(“Si IV”).plot(0)

Accessing data and headers
Data cubes can be accessed directly via the index operator in the format
[time step, y pixel, x / lambda pixel], e.g.:
sji0_data = obs.sji[0][:,:,:]
mg_raster_slice = obs.raster(“Mg”)[10:20,400,400:500]

Images for single time steps can be loaded efficiently with get_image_step(), e.g.:
image = obs.raster(“Mg”).get_image_step( 400 )

Headers can be accessed through the (lazy loaded) headers list:
sat_rot = obs.raster(“Mg”).headers[0][‘SAT_ROT’]

Lazy loading of data
A typical data cube in a FITS extension can take a few hundred megabytes in size.
IRISreader only loads data and headers upon request and avoids time-consuming
loading of unwanted data. This speeds up batch mode processing and reduces
waiting times in interactive sessions.
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from irisreader import obs_iterator
spectra = []
lbd_min, lbd_max = 2794, 2800
for obs in obs_iterator(“/iris/”):
if obs.raster.has_line(“Mg”):
obs.raster(“Mg”).crop()
for i in range( obs.raster(“Mg”).n_steps ):
spectrum = obs.raster(“Mg”) \
.get_interpolated_image_step(i, lbd_min, lbd_max, 100)
spectra.append( spectrum )

Check IRISreader (alpha) out on Github: https://github.com/i4Ds/IRISreader

